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MOTHER'S DAY
DURING SOCIAL
DISTANCING 

For many families, celebrating
Mother’s Day this weekend won’t
be like those in the past. Still,
there are ways to celebrate. 

RECIPE: 
SMASHED
AVOCADO TOAST

Smashed avocado toast with egg
is one of the best brunch recipes
out there. This one will be the star
of your brunch table. 

GARDENING: 
SHADE-LOVING
PLANTS 

Choosing a mixture of flowering
plants and ones with a variety of
different foliage can brighten up
your shady garden.

MAY MEET AND EAT
SCHEDULE

Plus information for if you or
someone you know needs meal
delivery.



With Coronavirus shutdowns preventing some from seeing family members this Mother's Day,
try to find creative ways to celebrate the holiday at home.

MOTHER'S DAY WHILE 
SOCIAL DISTANCING
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What mom doesn’t like a nice meal or a sweet treat?
Particularly one she doesn’t have to make for herself! If the
mom in your life lives under the same roof, consider starting
the day with breakfast in bed. If your mom doesn't live with
you, order her favorite treat to be delivered. 

Does Mom enjoy  visiting a spa or going out to lunch or coffee
with friends? Treat her to a gift card that she can use when
things get back to "normal." Many salons, spas and restaurants
allow you to purchase gift cards online or over the phone.

If you don’t live in the same house, you still can give Mom
some quality time to visit! With so many options for video
chat, getting a little "FaceTime" will make your mom feel
special and is guaranteed to put a smile on her face. 

Feed Her

Visit Her

Pamper Her



Hosta is a go-to plant for
shady areas with moist
soil. Primarily a foliage
plant, the broad-leafed
beauty ranges in size to
very small or very large. 

Everyone adores a sunny garden with bold and bright blooms. But shady gardens 
 also deserve some love. These shade perennials boast beautiful leaf  colors and
delicate, exotic flowers. 
 
For novice gardeners wondering what the definition of "shade plant", the term simply
refers to a plant's tolerance of lower light levels. Full shade means the area never gets
direct sunlight. Part shade means plants don't receive more than 3 or 4 hours of sun
daily. Perhaps there's an area of your garden surrounded by  some leafy trees, or
maybe you're looking for low-growing plants that will be able to flourish beneath the
shade of larger plants or privacy trees. Whatever you're looking for, it is good to
choose a mixture of different plants that complement each other with varying
textures.
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 SHADE LOVING PLANTS

Violas are great spring
bloomers! The  tolerate
some sun, but they
prefer part to full shade,
especially in the heat of
summer.

Begonias are easy to
grow, need only
moderate care, and will
reward you with     a
lovely display of blooms
all summer long.

Hosta Violas Begonias

These are just a few ideas, but there are so many wonderful beautiful shade plants you
can  choose from. Check with your local greenhouse to find something that suits your
style. No matter what you decide to plant in the shade, have fun mixing it up!  Plus, if
you don’t like it, you can always change around next year.



 
1 ripe avocado

1 tbsp. fresh lemon juice

Kosher salt and pepper

4 slices bread, toasted 

4 hard-boiled eggs, peeled and sliced

Fresh chives and sesame seeds, for garnish

 
 

 

 
 

In medium bowl, smash avocado with lemon juice and 1/4 teaspoon each salt and pepper.

Spread on toast and top with eggs and sprinkle with chives and sesame seeds.

 

Enjoy!
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SMASHED AVOCADO TOAST
WITH EGG

This trendy brnch item will be the star of your brunch table.

Smashed avocado toast with egg is one
of the best brunch recipes out there!
And though it is simple, the recipe is
elegant enough to include on any
brunch menu...perhaps the perfect
treat for Mom on Mother's Day!

Directions

Ingredients
 



Throughout the COVID-19 quarantine, Meet and Eat is still available via home
deliveries. Below is the Yuma meal calendar for May 2020. Please contact us if you or
someone you know is 60 years old or older and are in need of meal delivery . 
 
Contact Information:
 
 
 
 
Marlene Miller
Lead Ombudsman/Senior Service, SHIP
N.E CO. Area Agency on Aging, Yuma County
mmiller@necalg.com            
Office 970-848-2277

 

MEET AND EAT 
MAY 2020
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